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Samenvatting

De meeste kleine elektronische apparaten die herlaadbare batterijen gebruiken, zoals mobiele tele
foons, worden nu nog geladen d.m.v. contacten. Zo ook de shavers die bij Philips DAP BV worden
gemaakt. Contactloos laden met behulp van een inductieve koppeling zou een goed alternatief
kunnen zijn. Niet alleen problemen met de contacten zouden hiermee opgelost zijn, maar ook zou
er meer ontwerp vrijheid ontstaan t.a.v. de behuizing. Echter, een dergelijke laadsysteem brengt
ook weer problemen met zich mee. De problemen worden voornamelijk veroorzaakt door de re
latief grote luchtspleet tussen het primaire deel van de koppeling in de stand en het secundaire deel
in het apparaat. Dit probleem is uitgelegd aan de hand van een "slechte" inductieve koppeling.
Voor deze koppeling is een model gemaakt. Alle modellen in dit rapport zijn gebasseerd op de
capacitance-permeance analogie, een manier van modelleren die is uitgelegd in de Appendix. De
verkregen modellen kunnen worden getransformeerd naar het elektrische domein, om een beter
inzicht te krijgen in de elektrische eigenschappen van de koppeling. Uit deze modellen blijkt dat
de problemen vooral komen door hoge strooi inducties in vergelijking met de lage magnetiserings
inductie. Dit zorgt niet alleen voor grote magnetiseringsstromen door de bron, maar ook voor een
slechte magnetische koppeling tussen de primaire en secundaire kant.

Door het splitsen en verplaatsen van de wikkelingen kan een betere koppeling worden verkregen,
de strooi inducties worden hierdoor verkleind. Rierdoor is de magnetische koppeling verbeterd,
echter de stroom door de magnetiseringsinductie moet nog steeds worden geleverd door de bron.
Dit probleem kan worden opgelost door het plaatsen van een condensator aan de ingang van de
koppeling. Door de condensator aan de ingang is het niet meer mogelijk om een spanningsbron
aan de ingang van de koppleling te plaatsen. Er zal dan een spoel in serie met de bron moeten
worden opgenomen om de spanningsbron te transformeren naar een stroombron. Dit betekent een
extra component in de schakeling.

Door gebruik te maken van twee passieve wikkelingen in de koppeling, een aan de primaire
zijde en een aan de secundaire zijde, is deze extra spoel niet noodzakelijk. Aan de uiteinden
van deze passieve wikkelingen zijn condensatoren geplaatst. Deze wikkelingen worden resonante
wikkelingen genoemd. Ret verkregen elektrische modellaat zien dat de spoel die voorheen aan de
ingang geplaatst moest worden nu is vervangen door een strooi inductie van de koppeling zelf.

De ingangsimpedantie bevat vier resonantie frequenties. Op de eerste resonantiefrequentie is
niet alleen de ingangs impedantie hoog maar is de overdracht zonder belasting gelijk aan een.
De stromen door de magnetiseringsinductie worden op deze frequentie geleverd door de passieve
windingen en niet meer door de bron.

Behalve de bovengenoemde voordelen is door het gebruik van een passieve wikkeling in de
koppeling ook een extra vrijheidsgraad ontstaan in het ontwerpen van inductieve koppelingen.
Ret aantal windingen in de passieve wikkeling kan worden gevarieerd zonder dat er iets in het
model veranderd. Metingen laten zien dat de magnetiserings stroom door de passieve wikkelingen
worden geleverd. De rendementen van de inductieve koppeling met de verplaatste wikkelingen en de
inductieve koppeling met de resonante wikkelingen zijn op dit moment nog gelijk. De verwachting
is dat door het gebruik van resonante wikkelingen het rendementen verhoogd kan worden. Verder
onderzoek zal dit moeten bevestigen.
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Abstract

Many compact electronic devices with rechargeable batteries, like mobile phones, are charged
through metallic contacts. Shavers made by Philips DAP BV are also charged in this way. Con
tactless charging with an inductive coupler would be an interesting alternative. Not only contact
problems would be avoided, but there would also be an increase of design freedom. However such
a charging system introduces again some problems, which are mainly caused by the large airgap
between the primary part of the coupler in the stand and the secondary part in the device. This
is evidenced by a "worse" inductive coupling. For this coupler a model is derived. All models in
this report are based on the capacitance-permeance analogy, explained in the Appendix A. The
models can be transformed into the electrical domain to get a better insight in the electrical prop
erties of the coupler. From the model it becomes clear that the problem is mainly caused by large
stray inductances in comparison with low magnetizing inductances. This not only causes large
magnetizing currents through the driver but also a low gain between primary and secondary side.

Dividing the windings and relocation of these windings near the airgap improves the coupler
by decreasing the leakage inductances. However the current through the magnetizing inductance
still has to be delivered by the driver. By placing a capacitor at the terminals of the coupler
the currents through the magnetizing inductance are then obtained through resonance and are no
longer delivered by the driver self. However with this solution it is no longer possible to use a
switched voltage source at the input, because it conflicts with the capacitor. It is then necessary
to place an inductor in series with the source, to transform the behavior to of the voltage source
to a current source. An extra component will therefore be needed.

By introducing two windings, each having a capacitor connected at the terminals, in the coupler,
the use of an extra inductor won't be needed anymore. These windings are called resonant windings.
The electrical model of this coupler shows that the extra inductor is replaced by a stray inductance
of the coupler.

Looking at the input impedance there are four resonance frequencies. At the first resonance
frequency the input impedance is high and the no load gain is one. At this frequency the currents
through the magnetizing inductance are delivered by these resonant windings and no longer by the
input source.

Except the advantages mentioned above, the use of resonant windings in the coupler introduces
an extra design freedom in the design of inductive couplers. The number of turns of a resonant
winding can be changed, without changing the behavior of the coupler. Measurements done so
far show that the magnetizing current is delivered by the resonant windings. The efficiency of the
coupler with relocated and with resonant windings are almost the same, but the expectation is
that the efficiency of the coupler with resonant windings can be increased. Further research has to
prove this.
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Preface

This report is based on my graduation project of the TV Eindhoven, Faculty Electrical Engi
neering. The assignment of this graduation project came from Philips Domestic Appliances and
Personal care in Drachten, department CED (Central Electronic Development). CED is the pre
development group for electronics.

Power transfer with the use of an inductive coupler has a growing interest. Especially in the
area of charging electric vehicles, many papers and articles have been written. In recent years the
use of inductive couplers in compact electronic devices like mobile phones is becoming an interest
ing alternative for contact charging. More and more literature about inductive couplers for this
purpose can be found. In this literature it can be seen that the development and research at these
couplers is mainly concentrated on the shape of the coupler and the driver electronics. My research
covers only a small part of above mentioned aspects, it is mainly concentrated on the question:
How the overcome the problems caused by the relatively large airgap? Although the research is
concentrated around this question, a large part of the research exists of understanding the problem
and finding models which describe the behavior of the couplers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Many compact electronic devices have rechargeable batteries as power source. Some examples of
these devices are:

• mobile phones

• toothbrushes

• shavers

• portable audio

• video equipment

The chargers for the rechargeable batteries can be divided in two types, contact chargers and
non-contact chargers. Although non-contact charging has some disadvantages, it has some inter
esting features:

• design freedom

• intrinsic galvanic isolation

• no contact failure

• hermetically enclosed case

• no electrostatic discharge problems

One of the most frequent failures of contact chargers concerns the mechanical contacts. Espe
cially when the device is used in a moist environment like toothbrushes and so called wet-shavers.
Transferring energy using an inductive coupler can overcome this contact failure. In view of the
above mentioned reasons the non-contact charger is becoming an interesting alternative for the
contact charger.

Domestic appliances like toothbrushes are already equipped with a non-contact charger. An
important advantage in the application of the electric toothbrush is that the primary function
(brushing teeth) is available, even if the batteries are empty. A non-contact charger with high
charging rates (less than one hour charge time) is therefore not necessary. Most of the commercial
available electric toothbrushes are equipped with a 'slow' non-contact charger with a charging time
in the range of 16 hours. Most (all) of the inductive couplers, used in this particular application,
are very inefficient. Because of the low throughput power in this application (less than 200mW)
this has not been a big issue so far.

To successfully apply non-contact chargers in other appliances like shavers and mobile phones,
higher charging rates of less than one hour must become available. To make higher charging rates

9
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possible without increasing the size and cost-price dramatically, improvements on the non-contact
charger are required.

Assignment description
This graduation assignment aims at the improvement of the performance of magnetic couplers.
The present inductive couplers cannot meet the requirements for future applications in account of
several problems such as:

• large reactive current through the driver

• limited design freedom

• low efficiency

A possible way to improve the performance is using a resonant winding.
The first part of the research will be focused on the modeling of magnetic couplers. This includes

magnetic field calculations, on the basis of the finite elements, and modeling with a permeance
based model. The permeance model is a hybrid (partly electrical, partly magnetic) modeling ap
proach in which magnetic components are described using permeance-capacitance analogy. The
models are verified with measurements. After modeling a basic inductive coupler and a coupler
with relocated windings, a coupler with resonant windings is considered in order to show the work
ing principle of a resonant winding.

Report description
In the first part of the report the problem thesis of inductive couplers is discussed. This problem
thesis is explained on the basis of the models derived from a basic inductive coupler. After defin
ing the problem, an improved magnetic coupler is presented. This magnetic coupler has the same
magnetic structure, but the windings are relocated. The problems with this coupler are discussed.
After that an inductive coupler with a combination of relocated windings and resonant windings
is discussed. A resonant windings is a winding with a capacitor connected at the terminals. To
compare both the presented topologies a driver is build and the measurements carried out with
this driver are presented. Finally, conclusions and recommendations are presented.



Chapter 2

Problem assignment

2.1 Introduction

Present devices which are using rechargeable batteries are mostly charged with a contact charger.
An example of such a device is the wet-shaver of Philips. In Fig. 2.1 the powerchain of the wet
shaver with a contact charger is shown. In the stand the mains voltage is transformed to 12 V de.
When the shaver is placed in the stand, two metal contacts in the shaver are pressed against
contacts in the stand. A down converter in the shaver then charges the batteries with the right
current. In this case the power-transfer between stand and shaver is realized with contacts.

Instead of using contacts the power transfer can also be done with an inductive coupler. As
mentioned in Chapter 1 non-contact charging has some interesting features. The powerchain of the
shaver with a non-contact charger is given in Fig. 2.2. The inductive couplers consists of two parts,
a primary part located in the stand and the secondary part located in the shaver. The primary
part is driven by a driver, which converts the voltage from the powerplug to an AC-voltage. In
the powerplug, which is directly placed in the power-point, the mains voltage is transformed to
12 V de. The voltage from the secondary winding is converted into a current to charge the batteries
in the shaver. A detailed description of the powerchain of a shaver with an inductive coupler can
be found in [7].

Stand Shaver.................... . .

~-l=C ~ n~Coo~rt,,~E§J1
Contacts

Figure 2.1: Powerchain of shaver with contact charger.

F6··~
~:ACIDC

Shaver....................................

..............

.':'.~"':'.~'P.I'!.9. . Stand. ", .

~ I: :·1 H=?.;.
M,ioo-I A=C, .. Dri~'~ • ••.

. .
Inductive Coupler

Figure 2.2: Powerchain of shaver with non-contact charger.
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Figure 2.3: Magnetic topology with flux paths of a basic inductive coupler.

As mentioned above the inductive coupler consists of two parts. Both parts have a core half
and a winding. The length of the airgap is defined as the distance between the primary core half
and the secondary core half. This distance is formed by the housing of the stand, the housing of
the shaver and the air in between them. The thickness of the housing of the stand depends on
the input voltage and the required mechanical strength. When the stand is directly connected to
the mains the minimum thickness is two millimeters, because of safety requirements. This would
be the case when the AC/DC converter, the driver and the primary part of the coupler all were
located in the stand. However when a powerplug is used, as shown in Fig. 2.2, the stand isn't
directly connected to the mains, in this case the minimum thickness only depends on the required
mechanical strength of the housing. The same holds for the shaver. In a worst case situation, the
total length of the airgap becomes five millimeters: the housings (two millimeters) added to the
positioning tolerances of the device. All measurements, simulation and calculations are carried out
with an airgap of 5mm, unless mentioned otherwise.

Definition 1 In this report an airgap is called large when the length of the airgap is larger than a
fifth of the square 'rOot of the c'rOss-section of the airgap. In formula

Large airgap if
1

19ap 2: "5 viAgap . (2.1)

In literature the definition of a large airgap hasn't been given. This definition is chosen because
at this length of the airgap a large part of the flux generated by the primary winding is stray flux
and isn't "seen" by the secondary winding.

2.2 Basic inductive coupler

The inductive coupler of Fig. 2.2 is shown in Fig. 2.3 1
. The windings are placed in the middle

of the core halves. The primary winding has Np number of turns and the secondary winding N s

number of turns. The lines in the coupler represent flux paths.
With this topology three flux paths can be recognized. First, a common path through the

airgap, which is enclosed by the primary winding Np as well as the secondary winding N s . A
second path is only enclosed by the primary winding and a third path is only enclosed by the
secondary winding. These last two paths are called stray flux paths. In inductive couplers only a
small part of the flux generated by the primary winding is "seen" by the secondary winding. In
other words the flux through the stray paths is large.

Magnetic field calculations of the magnetic topology are done with a finite element software
tool (Vector Fields OPERA-2d). In these calculations the flux distribution in the inductive coupler
is visualized with lines. All the calculations made with Vector Fields OPERA-2d in this report

IThe research of the couplers is based on two Philips U30/25/16 core halves. The dimensions of this core are
given in Fig. B.l of Appendix B. This core is far too large for the use in a shaver, but to explain the problems and
solutions of inductive charging explained in this report the size of the core doesn't matter.
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Figure 2.4: Finite element calculation of basic inductive coupler.
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UNITS
length :mm
Flux density : T
Field strength : Am"
Potenlial : Wb m"
Conductivity : Sm"
Source density: Amm'~

Power :W
Force : N
Energy : J
Mass : kg

PROBLEM DATA
tr5·'st.st
linear elements
XYsymmetry
Vector potential
Magnetic fields
Static solution
Scale factor =1.0
12400 elements
6221 nodes

B regions

have the same scale in a way that the flux through any section between adjacent flux lines is the
same, except for the calculations done in section 4.2.

A finite element calculation of the basic inductive coupler is shown in Fig. 2.4. This is a static
calculation, for which there is no load connected at the secondary winding. The primary side of
the coupler is at the bottom of the figure, the two rectangles with number five and six represent
the primary winding. The secondary side is at the top of the figure, the rectangles with number
seven and eight represent the secondary winding it is evidence that only a small part of the flux
generated by the primary winding is seen by the secondary winding. The flux that isn't seen by
the secondary winding is called stray flux, this is represented by the flux lines between the two
primary core legs. With this topology there is a large amount of flux fringing, the distance between
adjacent flux lines in and around the airgap is becoming larger.

2.2.1 Model derivation

Until now magnetic field calculations have been carried out. These calculations give a good im
pression of the flux distribution in the inductive coupler. However the can't be used for circuit
simulation purposes. For circuit simulation, other models should be derived and an overview of
several modeling approaches can be found in Appendix A. The models derived in this report are
all based on the capacitance-permeance analogy and are called permeance models. Flux paths are
represented by permeances and the windings are represented by gyrators. This analogy is in more
detail explained in Appendix A.3. This modeling approach is chosen because it is closely related
to the magnetic topology, and therefore easy to use and to understand.

In the models in this report core permeance and core losses aren't taken into account, because
the core permeances are large compared to gap permeances and stray permeances and can therefore
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Cm.,

N, /,-r+
L~'

G,

Figure 2.5: Permeance model of basic inductive coupler.

Cm,p Cm"

N, /,

lJ·
G,

Figure 2.6: Simplified permeance model of basic inductive coupler.

be neglected. The modeling of the losses is left out because the models become too extended. For
completeness the core permeances and losses of the U30/25/16 core are modeled in Appendix B.

From the magnetic topology in Fig. 2.4 a permeance model is derived, see Fig. 2.5. Each flux
path is represented by a permeance, the stray paths by Cmsp and Cmss> the flux paths through
the airgaps are represented by Cmgapl and Cmgap2. Each winding is represented by a gyrator, the
primary winding by Gp with N p turns and the secondary winding by Gs with N s turns. Both the
primary winding and the secondary winding have the same number of turns, in this case fifteen.
Since the coupler is symmetrical around the airgap, all the coupler models presented in this report
are also symmetrical.

Due to the symmetry some assumptions concerning the permeance model of the basic inductive
coupler in Fig. 2.5 can be made as follows:

• The stray permeances are the same:

Cmss = Cmsp .

• The two gap permeances are the same and can be replaced by one permeance Cmgap :

(2.2)

C CmgaplCmgap2
m gap =

Cmgapl + Cmgap2

In Fig. 2.6 the model with only one gap permeance is shown.

Cmgapl

2
(2.3)

In theory the values of the permeances in air can be calculated with the equation

Cm = fL~A, (2.4)
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where /-La is the permeability of free space in [Him], A is the cross-section in [m2] and 1 is the
length of the flux path in [m].

However the cross-section (A) and the length of the flux paths (I) in air are difficult to de
termine, due the straying of the flux. This problem becomes clear when the value of the gap
penneance of Fig. 2.6 is determined with equation 2.5.

C
/-La Agap

m gap = 1gap
41r X 10- 7 161 X 10-6 = 20 nH.

10 X 10-3
(2.5)

This value is too small as can be seen further on in this chapter. In [9] an equation is given to deter
mine a correction factor. With this correction factor the value of equation 2.5 should be multiplied
to get a more reliable value. The presented correction factor is only valid for gap permeances with
conditions concerning the dimension of the gap and the position of the winding(s). Therefore in
this report the permeances are determined on the basis of measurements.

The following measurements are carried out to determine the values of the permeances:

1. A measurement of the primary inductance with no load at the secondary winding, Lp so'

2. A measurement of the primary inductance with secondary winding short circuited, Lpss '

The measured values are, with Np = N s = 15,

1. Lpso = 39.1 /-LH.

2. Lpss = 36.8 /-LH.

According to the model in Fig. 2.6 the following equations apply

Lpso = Np2 (Cmgap + Cmsp ) and

L N 2 (c + CmqnpCm" )pss = p m sp Cmga."+Cm,, .

(2.6)

Since Cmsp = Cmss the values of the permeances Cmgap , Cmsp and Cmss can be resolved from
equation 2.6, resulting

and
(2.7)

With the measurements and equation 2.7 the values of the permeances are calculated

Cmgap = 35 nH and
(2.8)

Cmsp = Cms. = 136 nH.

The permeance model of Fig. 2.6 can be transformed to an electrical equivalent circuit, by 'push
ing' the permeances through the gyrator Gp . This equivalent circuit, also known as the T-model,
is shown in Fig. 2.7. The T-model is frequently used in today's representation of transformers. For
the values of the inductances apply

L gap = Np2Cmgap = 8/-LH and
(2.9)
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I,

c·
Figure 2.7: Electrical equivalent circuit of basic inductive coupler.

2.2.2 Analysis of basic inductive coupler

Of each coupler presented in this report the following characteristics are calculated, which are all
based on the derived equivalent electrical circuits:

Coupling factor

The coupling factor is given by

k = Lgap = 0.20.
J(L sp + Lgap ) (L ss + Lgap )

Magnitude and phase of input impedance

In Fig. 2.8 the input impedance of the coupler is plotted with a 10 n resistive load.

Voltage gain

The no load gain Hopen(w) = Vs(w)/Vp(w) is found to be

)
Lgap N s 1 N s

Hopen (w = L + L N ~ 5" . ""]V'
sp gap p p

where

Np : N s = 1: 1,

resulting
1

Hopen(w) ~ 5" == -14dB.

The no load gain and the gain with 10 n resistive load are plotted in Fig. 2.9.
The -3dB point can be found at T = ~l where L = Lsp II Lgap + Lss

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

Ratio between current through the load and input current

Ratio between current through the IOn resistive load and input current, IIml/11inl, as function of
the frequency. This ratio is plotted in Fig. 2.10.
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Figure 2.8: Magnitude and phase of the input impedance with 10 n resistive
load of the basic inductive coupler.
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Figure 2.9: Voltage gain Iv,,/Vpl as function of the frequency with no load (upper
plot) and 10 n resistive load of the basic inductive coupler.
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Figure 2.10: Ratio between current through the IOn resistive load and input
current, IIRlI/llinl, as function of the frequency of the basic inductive coupler.

2.3 Conclusions

Equations 2.10 and 2.11 show that the main constraint of inductive couplers can be found in the
low magnetizing inductance Lgap compared to the stray inductances L sp and L ss . Besides a poor
no load transfer this low magnetizing inductance leads to a high reactive current through Lgap .

As can be seen in Fig. 2.10, the current through the load is only a small part of the input current.
This current through L gap has to be delivered by the driver of the inductive coupler and causes
conduction losses.

To improve inductive couplers the ratio between the stray inductances and the magnetizing
inductance has to be improved. This will result in a better no load transfer. Another improvement
of an inductive coupler can be found in reducing the reactive current in the driver. When this
current is reduced the losses in the driver will be reduced as well.



Chapter 3

Inductive coupler with improved
coupling factor

This chapter describes two inductive couplers, both with improved coupling factor and voltage
gain. The approach in Chapter 2 is used to find the parameters of the models.

3.1 Introduction

The inductive coupler described in Chapter 2 has a poor no load transfer,

(3.1)

When we look at this equation the no load transfer, supposing that Np : N s is the same, can be
improved in two ways.

One way is to enlarge L gap . This means that the gap permeances, Cmgapl and Cmgap2, are to
be enlarged, see the permeance model of the basic inductive coupler in Fig. 3.1. The permeances
Cmgapl and Cmgap2 can be changed by two parameters, the cross section of the core and the length
of the airgap. Since the coupler usually is placed in a limited space, the cross section of the core
can not be enlarged without increasing the size of the coupler and thus the required space. The
airgap is given by the thickness of the housings, in this case 5 mm. Due to these restrictions it
isn't possible to change the gap permeances given this magnetic topology.

The second way to improve the no load transfer is to reduce L sp . In other words the stray
permeance, Cmsp , should be reduced. To realize this the primary winding is divided in two equal
windings, N p1 and Np2 , and placed near the airgap, as in Fig. 3.2. The same is done with the

Figure 3.1: Perrneance model of basic inductive coupler.

19
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Figure 3.2: Magnetic topology of coupler with relocated windings.
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Figure 3.3: Finite element calculation of inductive coupler with relocated windings in series.

secondary winding, Ns1 and N s2 ' How a relocation of the windings helps reducing the stray
permeances is explained further on in this chapter.

With this design there are two possible winding configurations: the windings can be placed
in series or in parallel. In section 3.2 the inductive coupler with relocated windings in series is
discussed and in section 3.3 with relocated windings in parallel.

3.2 Inductive coupler with relocated windings in senes

In this section the inductive coupler with relocated windings in series is discussed. First the model
is derived and second the analysis of the coupler is done on the basis of the derived model.

A finite element calculation of the inductive coupler with relocated windings in series is shown
in Fig. 3.3. The primary side of the coupler is at the bottom of the figure, the secondary at the
top. The rectangles represent the windings. In comparison with the finite element calculation of
the basic inductive coupler in Fig. 2.4, the stray flux is reduced, there are lesser lines between the
two core legs. Another difference is the reduced fringing near the airgap.
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Figure 3.4: Magnetic topology of coupler with relocated windings in series.
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Figure 3.5: Permeance model of inductive coupler with relocated windings in series.

3.2.1 Model derivation

Placing the windings in series leads to the magnetic topology as shown in Fig. 3.4. The lines in
the coupler represent flux paths. In the magnetic topology we can distinguish seven flux paths:

• A flux path which is enclosed by the four windings.

• A flux path which only encloses the two primary windings.

• A flux path which only encloses the two secondary windings.

• Four flux paths, each enclosing a winding.

As said above seven flux paths can be distinguished, which leads to the permeance model in Fig. 3.5,
where

• Cmgapl and Cmgap2 represent the flux path which is enclosed by the four windings.

• Cmsp2 represent the flux path which encloses the two primary windings, N p1 and N p2 '

• Cmss2 represent the flux path which encloses the two secondary windings, N s1 and N s2 '

• Cm sp3, Cm sp4, Cmss3 and Cmss4 representing the four flux paths each enclosing a winding.
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Figure 3.6: Simplified permeance model of inductive coupler with relocated windings in series.

Due to the relocation of the windings, the permeance Cm sp of the basic inductive coupler
(Fig. 3.1) is split up in two permeances, Cmspl and Cm sp2. The permeance Cmspl in this model
is shorted by the core permeance and can be left out; the magnetic impedance of the core is much
smaller then the magnetic impedance of air. The same applies for the permeance Cmss of the basic
inductive coupler.

Just as in the basic inductive coupler each winding has 15 turns,

Npl = Np2 = N sl = N s2 = 15, (3.2)

and the wires are of the same thickness. With the above mentioned properties of the coupler, the
following assumptions concerning the permeances can be made:

Cmsp3 = Cmsp4 = Cmss3 = Cmss4,

and (3.3)

Cmgapl = Cmgap2.

With these assumptions the model of Fig. 3.5 can be simplified to the model shown in Fig. 3.6.
For the parameters in the model apply

c - CmqoplCmqor2 _ Cm~(JPl
m gap - Cm90p l +Cm90p2 - 2 '

(3.4)

N s = N sl + N s2 ·

To determine the values of the permeances, the same measurements as with the basic inductive
coupler are done. The following measurements are done:

1. A measurement of the primary inductance with no load connected at the secondary winding,
L pso ·

2. A measurement of the primary inductance with the secondary winding short circuited, L pss .

The measured values are

1. L p so = 49.9 pR.

2. Lpss = 38.3pR.
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Figure 3.7: Electrical equivalent circuit of inductive coupler with relocated wind
ings in series.

According to the model the following equations apply for the measurements:

L pso = N p
2

(Cmgap +Cmsp234) and

L - N 2 (Cm + Cmg"pCm."234 )
p ss - p sp234 Cm ga.p+Cm,,234 .

(3.5)

The permeances Cmgap , Cmsp234 and Cmss234 can be resolved from equation 3.5, resulting

and
(3.6)

Cmsp234 = Cmss234 = tJ--.r (Lpso - N/Cmgap ) .
p

On the basis of measurements, the values of the permeances can be determined from equation 3.6 as

Cmgap = 27 nH and
(3.7)

Cmsp234 = Cmss234 = 29 nH,

With N p = 30. In comparison with the basic inductive coupler the calculated Cmgap is smaller,
this is due the reduced frjnging effect. This effect is explained in more detail in Appendix B.2.
Beside a smaller gap permeance the stray permeances are reduced as well. This is according to
the magnetic field calculations.

The permeance model of Fig. 3.6 can be transformed to an electrical equivalent circuit, by
'pushing' the permeances through the gyrator Gpo This equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3.7. For
the parameters apply

Lsp234 = Lss234 = N p2CmSp234 = 261lH

Np : N s = 30 : 30 = 1 : 1.

This circuit will be used to analyze the coupler.

and (3.8)
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3.2.2 Analysis of the inductive coupler with relocated windings in series

The basic inductive coupler is analyzed with a 10 n load. To compare the coupler with relocated
windings in series with the basic inductive coupler a four times larger load is required. This is due
to the difference in number of turns. The basic coupler uses 15 turns, the number of turns of the
coupler with relocated windings in series is a factor two larger, Np = 30. Due to the factor two
the inductances in the model are a factor 22 = 4 larger. For a good comparison the load should
also be a factor 4 larger to 40 n.

Coupling factor

The coupling factor is given by

L gapk = = 0.48.
J(Lsp234 + L gap ) (Lss234 + L gap )

Magnitude and phase of input impedance

In Fig. 3.8 the input impedance of the coupler is plotted with a 40 n resistive load.

Voltage gain

The no load gain Hopen (w),

L gap N s N s
Hopen(w) = L L N = 0.48· N'

sp234 + gap p p

where

Np : N s = 1: 1,

resulting
Hopen(w) = 0.48 = -6.3dB.

The no load gain and the gain with 40 n resistive load is plotted in Fig. 3.9.

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

Ratio between current through the load and input current

Ratio between current through the 40n resistive load and input current, IIRlI/llinl, as function of
the frequency. This ratio is plotted in Fig. 3.10.

In section 3.4 the conclusions can be found.
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Figure 3.8: Magnitude and phase of the input impedance with 40 n resistive
load of the inductive coupler with relocated windings in series.
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Figure 3.10: Ratio between current through the 40 Q resistive load and input
current, IIRlI / Ilin I, as function of the frequency of the inductive coupler with
relocated windings in series.

3.3 Inductive coupler with relocated windings In parallel

As said in the introduction of this chapter two possible winding configurations are possible. In this
section the windings are placed in parallel. After deriving and analyzing the model the possible
difference with coupler with the windings in series are discussed.

3.3.1 Model derivation

Fig. 3.11 shows the magnetic topology of the inductive coupler with the windings in parallel. Again
the lines in the coupler represent the possible flux paths.

The finite element calculations of this coupler leads to similar results as for the coupler with
relocated windings in series.

+
V,

Np1 N"

/p r t--I~ r t--~ /,

I
~ '-:-J I 0p
~ ~- f---

\-~ 1\-.J

Np2
'- '- N'2

+
V

Figure 3.11: Magnetic topology of inductive coupler with relocated windings in parallel.
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Figure 3.12: Permeance model of inductive coupler with relocated windings in parallel.

Figure 3.13: Simplified permeance model of inductive coupler with relocated windings in parallel.

Just as in the coupler with relocated windings in series we can distinguish seven flux paths,
represented by the same permeances. In Fig. 3.12 the permeance model of the inductive coupler
with windings in parallel is shown.

Just as in the coupler with the windings in series the windings used in this coupler all have
the same number of turns, Np1 = Np2 = N 81 = N8 = 15, and the wires used have of the same
thickness. Due to this the same assumptions concerning the permeances can be made:

Cm8P3 = Cm8p4 = Cm883 = Cm884,

Cm8P2 = Cm882

Cmgapl = Cmgap2.

and (3.13)

With these assumptions the permeance model can be simplified to the model shown in Fig. 3.13.
For the parameters in this model apply the equations,

C C Cmsp3
m 8p234 = m 8p2 + 2 '

Cm - Cm + Cm,,388234 - 882 2'

c - Cm~(l.plCmg(l.p2 _ Cmga.pl
m gap - Cmg"pl +Cmgap2 - 2 '

(3.14)
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Figure 3.14: Electrical equivalent circuit of inductive coupler with relocated
windings in parallel.

These equation are only valid if N p1 = N p2 and N s1 = N s2 .

To determine the values of the permeances, the same measurements as with the basic inductive
coupler are done.

1. A measurement of the primary inductance with no load at the secondary winding, Lp so'

2. A measurement of the primary inductance with secondary winding short circuited, Lp ss'

The measured values are:

1. L pso = 12.5p,H.

2. L pss =9.6f.LH.

Assuming Cmsp234 = Cmss234 and Np = 15 the values of the permeances Cmgap , Cmsp234 and
Cmss234 can be calculated using the same equation as with the windings in series, equation 3.6,
resulting

Cmgap -= 27 nH and
(3.15)

Cmsp234 = Cmss234 = 29 nH.

These values are exactly the same as with the windings in series.
The equivalent electrical circuit is shown in Fig. 3.14. For the parameters apply

L gap = Np 2Cmgap = 6.0 f.LH

Lsp234 = Lss234 = N p 2Cmsp234 = 6.5 f.LH

Np : N s = 15 : 15 = 1 : 1.

and (3.16)

3.3.2 Analysis of inductive coupler with relocated windings in parallel

The number of turns of the inductive coupler with relocated windings in parallel is the same as of
the basic inductive coupler, Np = N s = 15, therefore the analysis is done with a 10 S1 load.

Coupling factor

The coupling factor is given by

k = L
gap = 0.48.

J(LsP234 + L gap ) (Lss234 + L gap )
(3.17)
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Magnitude and phase of input impedance

In Fig. 3.15 the input impedance of the coupler is plotted with a 10 n resistive load.

Voltage gain

The no load gain H open (w ),

H ()
_ Lgap N s N s

open W - = 0.48 . -N '
Lsp234 + L gap N p p

(3.18)

where

Np : N s = 1: 1, (3.19)

resulting
Hopen(w) = 0.48 == -6.3 dB. (3.20)

The no load gain and the gain with 10 n resistive load is plotted in Fig. 3.16.

Ratio between current through the load and input current

Ratio between current through the IOn resistive load and input current, IIRlI/llinl, as a function
of the frequency. This ratio is plotted in Fig. 3.17.
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Figure 3.15: Magnitude and phase of the input impedance with IOn resistive
load of the inductive coupler with relocated windings in parallel.
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Figure 3.16: Voltage gain IVs/Vpl as function of the frequency with no load (up
per plot) and 10 n resistive load of the inductive coupler with relocated windings
in parallel.
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relocated windings in parallel.
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Comparing the basic inductive coupler as described in Chapter 2 with above described couplers
it can be concluded that the coupling between the primary and secondary winding is improved.
The coupling factor is increased with a factor 2.4. A direct consequence of this improved coupling
factor is the improved gain. As can be seen in Fig 3.3 the stray flux is reduced. In Fig. 2.9 and
Fig. 3.16 it can be seen that the -3 dB point of the gain with load is shifted from 42 kHz for the
basic coupler to 165 kH z for the coupler with relocated windings.

Beside an improved gain, the ratio between the current through the load and the input current
is reduced.

These improvements are all due to the reduced stray permeances. A result of the relocated
windings is the decreased gap permeance, this is due to the reduced effective area from which the
flux exits (or enters) the core halves. In other words the fringing near the airgap is reduced. This
can also be seen in the magnetic field calculations.

The above applies for both couplers with relocated windings. The main difference between
the two couplers with relocated windings are the lower values of the inductances in the electrical
equivalent circuit. The permeances as well as the calculated characteristics of the two couplers are
the same. In general it can be said that there isn't any difference in placing the windings in series
or in parallel.



Chapter 4

Inductive coupler with reduced
reactive input current

4.1 Introduction

A drawback of the previous described inductive couplers is the large reactive current in comparison
with the current through the reflected load, see Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.17. This reactive current doesn't
contribute to the power transfer from the primary to the secondary, but still has to be delivered
by the driver and causes conduction losses herein.

A solution for the reactive current is presented on the basis of the derived electrical equivalent
circuit of the coupler with relocated windings. The electrical equivalent circuit of this coupler is
shown in the box of Fig. 4.1.

The large reactive current can be reduced by placing a capacitor at the input of the coupler,
Caux in the figure. However, with this solution it isn't possible to use a voltage source, like a full
bridge, as an input source for the coupler. It will always be necessary to use an inductor, L aux , in
series with the source to transform the voltage source to a current source. The parameters in the
electrical equivalent circuit are

L gap = 24 j1H,

L8p234 = L S8 234 = 26 j1H,

Caux = 100nF, (4.1)

L aux = 10 j1H and

Np : N s = 30 : 30 = 1 : 1.

In Fig. 4.2 a simulation of the no load input impedance and no load gain is shown.

At the first resonance frequency the input impedance is high. At this frequency the current
through L gap is delivered by the resonating circuit formed by L sp234, L gap and Caux and no longer
by the source. The no load gain is almost constant till the first resonance frequency. At the second
resonance frequency the gain is increased, however, at this frequency the input impedance is low
resulting in a large input current. The resonating circuit is now formed by L aux and Caux '

A disadvantage of this solution is the two extra components needed to realize this solution. In
this chapter a different solution is presented.

32
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Figure 4.1: Coupler with capacitor and inductor at the input.
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Figure 4.2: Simulation of the no load input impedance and no load gain of
coupler with capacitor and inductor at the input.
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Figure 4.3: Inductor with increased stray flux.

Figure 4.4: Open coil in time varying magnetic field

4.2 Introduction to resonant windings

This section is an adjusted version of /4} and {S}

In [6] a method is described to increase the amount of stray (leakage) flux in an inductor. Suppose
an inductor, as in Fig. 4.3, with a high permeability core without an airgap. The stray flux is in
creased by placing an extra winding around the right leg. At the terminals of this coil an inductor
is placed. The flux created by this coil is subtracted from the flux through the magnetic material.

In section 4.2.1 the fundamentals of this extra coil with passive components connected at the
terminals is explained. Not only the effect of an inductor is explained, but also the effect of
connecting a resistor or a capacitor at the terminals.

In section 4.2.2 an application of a coil with a capacitor connected at the terminals is presented.

4.2.1 Fundamentals

The extra winding in Fig. 4.3 is placed in a time varying magnetic field. Suppose an open coil in
a time varying magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 4.4. The flux that crosses the internal surface of
the coil is given by

Wint(t) = ~sinwt.

The voltage induced at the open terminals is found to be

(4.2)

(4.3)

The sign conventions for Wint and for Yloop are shown in Fig. 4.4.
If passive components are connected at the terminals, one at the time, the resulting currents are

a) for a resistor R:

(4.4)
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Figure 4.5: Inductor with resonant winding

b) for a capacitor C:

c) for an inductor L:

(4.5)

(4.6)

where the positive polarity definitions for the currents are also shown in Fig. 4.4.
When I100p == IR(t), the flux created by Iloop at the internal coil surface will be sometimes

added to (coswt negative), and sometimes subtracted from (coswt positive) Wint(t).
However, when hoop == Ic(t), the flux created by I100p at the internal coil surface will always

be added to Wint(t) on the other hand, the flux created by I100p == h(t) will always be subtracted
from Wint (t) at the internal surface. A winding with a capacitor connected at the terminals of a
winding is called a resonant winding.

As a consequence, in case of a capacitive load, the total flux will be concentrated inside the
coil, reducing for this reason the stray flux outside the coil. The contrary is true for an inductive
load.

4.2.2 Inductor with resonant winding

Now, suppose an inductor, as in Fig. 4.5, with high permeability containing an airgap in the right
leg with length 19ap and surface Agap . In the left leg, a winding with Nmag turns is placed around
the magnetic material, this coil is fed by a sinusoidal voltage, Vmag(t),

Vmag(t) = V cosw(t). (4.7)

This voltage causes a current I mag (t) in the winding.
Another winding with N a turns, and with a capacitor Ca connected at the terminals, is placed

around the airgap.
To calculate the resulting current Imag(t) through the voltage source and the magnetic induc

tion Bgap(t) created through the magnetic circuit.

In first approximation suppose that no leakage occurs, such that the flux created by Imag(t) is
homogeneous and perpendicular to the airgap. Assuming

(4.8)

The voltage induced at the terminals of Ca will be
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(4.9)

and, therefore, the current through the Na windings will be given by

(4.10)

By applying now Ampere's law,

resulting

(
1 ) 1 (1) Imag(t)

Bgap(t) = 1 _ 2C L N mag -h 1l0 Imag (t) = 1 _ 2C L Lmag N A 'w a a gap W a a mag gap

where

(4.11)

(4.12)

L - N2Agap
a - a h 110gap

and
2 Agap N;"ag

Lmag = Nmag -h-Ilo = N2 La .
gap a

(4.13)

Concluding, Bgap(t) is increased by a factor 1/(1 - w2CaLa) in comparison to the magnetic
induction that would be generated by the same Imag(t) if the auxiliary winding with Ca was not
applied.

The current through the voltage source Imag(t) will satisfy

(4.14)

where

(4.15 )

As a result,

and
1 V.

Bgap(t) = N A SlllWt.
mag gap W

(4.16)

(4.17)

That is, for a given frequency the input current Imag(t) can be reduced to zero while keeping a the
same flux level in the gap.

These theoretical results can be confirmed with finite element calculations. In Fig. 4.6 a calcu
lation is shown where the excitation frequency is lower than the resonance frequency of the circuit.
It can be seen there is still stray flux. In the calculations the primary winding is fed by a sinusoidal
voltage.

In Fig. 4.7, nearby the resonance frequency there is almost no stray flux compared with the
main flux.

Above resonance the stray flux increases, as shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.6: Finite element calculation of inductor with resonant winding around
airgap before resonance frequency.
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Figure 4.7: Finite element calculation of inductor with resonant winding around
airgap nearby resonance frequency.

Figure 4.8: Finite element calculation of inductor with resonant winding around
airgap above resonance frequency.
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4.3 Coupler with resonant windings

In the previous section the stray flux in case of an inductor is reduced by placing a resonant winding
directly in the airgap. However this is not possible in an inductive coupler. A practical solution is
to place the winding near the airgap, as shown in Fig. 4.9.

In Fig. 4.10 a finite element calculation of the coupler nearby the resonance frequency is shown.
The extra windings near the airgap are each connected to a capacitor. All the capacitors have
the same value. The coupler is fed by a sinusoidal voltage source at the primary winding and
there is no load at the secondary winding. Comparing the finite element calculation of the basic
inductive coupler (Fig. 2.4), the stray flux nearby resonance is reduced and the current through
the voltage source is almost zero. The magnetizing current is fed by the capacitors. However, the
same effect can be obtained with only two resonant windings, see Fig. 4.11. In this care a finite
element calculation of the coupler at resonance frequency is shown in Fig. 4.12. The two capacitors
have the same value. Just as in the coupler with four resonant windings the stray flux is reduced
and the current through the voltage source is almost zero nearby resonance.

In this chapter only the coupler with two resonant windings is analyzed.
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Figure 4.9: Magnetic topology of coupler with resonant windings near the airgap.
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Figure 4.10: Finite element calculation of coupler with four resonant windings
at resonance frequency.
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Figure 4.11: Magnetic topology of coupler with two resonant windings.
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Figure 4.12: Finite element calculation of coupler with two resonant windings
at resonance frequency.
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Figure 4.13: Magnetic topology of coupler with resonant windings.
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Figure 4.14: Permeance model of inductive coupler with resonant windings.

4.3.1 Model derivation

In Fig. 4.13 the magnetic topology of the coupler with two resonant windings is shown. As already
said, only one primary winding is used together with one resonant winding. The same holds for
the secondary core half.

To compare the couplers of Chapter 3 with this coupler, the windings have the same number
of turns and are of the same thickness, with

Np = N s = 15 and
(4.18)

N aux1 = Naux2 = 15.

Fig. 4.14.
Just as in the coupler with relocated windings, we can distinguish seven flux paths. The

permeance model is shown in and the assumptions for the permeances of the couplers with relocated
windings, also apply for the coupler with resonant windings:
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Cms, Cms,

Figure 4.15: Permeance model of coupler with resonant windings, capacitors
Caux1 and C aux2 are transformed to the magnetic domain.

and (4.19)

Cmgap l = Cmgap2.

In previous chapters the calculation of the parameters is based on the permeance model. In
this chapter the calculation of the parameters is based on the electrical equivalent circuit. To
transform the permeance model to the electrical equivalent circuit, first the external capacitors are
transformed to the magnetic domain, according to

'cmauxl = Naux12Cauxl and
(4.20)

In Fig. 4.15 this transformation is shown. This circuit is transformed to the electrical equivalent
circuit of Fig. 4.16. To the parameters in the model apply

L - N 2 Cmgnpl Cm q "p2 _ Cmqopl
gap - p Cmgopl +Cmgup2 - 2

C aux1 = rJ--.r 'cmaux l
p

C aux2 = rJ--.r 'cmaux2
p

(4.21 )

The capacitors C aux1 and C aux2 are transformed to their original values, because of the same
number of turns of the primary winding and auxiliary winding. With the assumptions stated in
equation 4.19 and knowing that the used capacitors have the same values, some of the parameters
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Figure 4.16: Electrical equivalent circuit of co'upler with resonant windings.
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Figure 4.17: Electrical equivalent circuit with renamed parameters.

in the electrical equivalent circuit have the same values. These parameters are renamed to simplify
the calculations:

L sp2 = L ss2 are renamed to

L sp3 = L sp4 = L ss3 = Lss4 are renamed to and (4.22)

Caux1 = Caux2 are renamed to Caux '

The electrical equivalent circuit with the renamed parameters is shown in Fig. 4.17. Comparing the
circuit of the presented solution in Fig. 4.1 with this figure, it can be seen that the extra inductor
needed to transform the voltage source to a current source is replaced by the stray inductance
L sp3 .

The parameters of the circuit in Fig. 4.17 are determined in Appendix C, for the parameters
holds

L gap = 3.3 pH,

L s 2 = 5.6pH

L s34 = 9.2 pH.

and (4.23)

Knowing Np = 15 the values of the permeances can be resolved from the equations in 4.21, resulting

Cmgapl = Cmgap2 = 2~"; = 29.3 nH,
p

Cmsp2 = Cmss2 = ~ = 24.8 nH
p

and (4.24)

Cmsp3 = Cmsp4 = Cmss3 = Cmss4 = tJ3~ = 41.1 nH.
p

The circuit in Fig 4.17 will be used to analyze the coupler.
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4.3.2 Analysis of the inductive coupler with resonant windings

In comparison with the previous analysis of the couplers the coupling factor cannot be calculated.
The definition of the coupling factor is based on the T-model. With resonant windings the electrical
equivalent circuit is too different to speak of aT-model.

The simulations are carried out with a 10 n load and capacitors of 460 nF connected at the
terminals of the windings.

Magnitude and phase of input impedance

In Fig. 4.18 the input impedance of the coupler is plotted with a 10 n resistive load.
At the first resonance frequency there are two resonating circuits, one at the primary side of

the coupler and one at the secondary. Suppose the circuit as shown in Fig. 4.16. The primary
resonating circuit is formed by L gap , L sp2, L sp4 and Caux1 and the secondary resonating circuit
by L gap , L ss2 , L ss4 and Caux2 ' The resonating circuit have L gap in common. The current through
these circuits have the same amplitude but are 180 degrees shifted with regard to each other.
Suppose the current through the primary part is clockwise, than the current through secondary
part is counter clockwise. The current through the gap inductance is delivered by these two
resonating circuits and no longer by the source.

Voltage gain

The no load gain and the gain with 10 n resistive load is plotted in Fig. 4.19. The no load gain at
the first resonance frequency is 0 dB with a load of 10 n the gain is -3 dB.

Ratio between current through the load and input current

Ratio between the lOn resistive load current and the input current, IIRlI/llinl, as function of the
frequency. This ratio is plotted in Fig. 4.20. At the first resonance frequency the current through
the load equals the input current.
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Figure 4.18: Magnitude and phase of the input impedance with 10 n resistive
load of the inductive coupler with resonant windings.
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Figure 4.19: Voltage gain IVs/Vpl as function of the frequency with no load (up
per plot) and 10 n resistive load of the inductive coupler with resonant windings.
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Figure 4.20: Ratio between current through the 10 n resistive load and input
current, IIRlI/llinl, as function of the frequency of the coupler with resonant
windings.

4.4 Conclusions

The use of a resonant winding in the above described configuration has some advantages. The
inductor in Fig. 4.1, used to transform a voltage source into a current source, is replaced by a stray
inductance of the coupler itself.

Just as in the coupler with relocated windings the stray flux is reduced on the condition that
the operating point equals the first resonance frequency. This can be seen in the magnetic field
calculations, see Fig. 4.12. It can be seen that the stray flux at this frequency is comparable with
the stray flux of the coupler with relocated windings.

Due to the use of the resonant windings the magnetizing current isn't delivered by the input
source anymore, this in contrary with the coupler with relocated windings. This is shown in
Fig. 4.20. At the first resonance frequency the input current is the same as the current through
the load.

Another advantage of resonant windings in couplers is the extra design freedom. In this report
all the couplers described have the same amount of turns. This is done to get a good comparison
between the different couplers. The resonant windings can be changed in number of turns without
changing the derived first order models. Although the advantage of this extra design freedom isn't
examined yet, it may be useful in the design of inductive couplers in the future



Chapter 5

Measurements

In this chapter the measurements on the coupler with relocated windings in parallel and on the
coupler with resonant windings are presented. The basic inductive coupler and the inductive
coupler with relocated windings are left out because of practical reasons, the input source used in
the measurements wasn't able to supply the needed input voltage for the wanted output power.

The properties of both couplers are compared at no load and with a load of 10 n. The delivered
output power at the load is for both couplers 5 W.

A sinusoidal voltage source is used as input source. The first resonant frequency for both
couplers is approximately the same as one for the coupler with resonant windings, that is, ± 50 kHz.

5.1 Inductive coupler with relocated windings in parallel

Measurements

The measurement setup is given in Fig. 5.l.
The first graph in Fig. 5.2 shows a measurement of the input voltage and current, the second

graph shows the output voltage in no load. In Fig 5.3 the graphs are plotted with a 10 n load
connected at the output. The delivered output power is 5W.

In these figures it becomes clear that the voltage gain is almost 0.5 and that the input current
is large, almost 6 A peak.

In table 5.1 the peak values, the delivered output power and the efficiency of this coupler are
given.

+

~I

Figure 5.1: Measurement setup of coupler with relocated windings in parallel

47
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Figure 5.2: Measurement of coupler with relocated windings in parallel, No load
situation

Table 5.1: Measurements of coupler with relocated windings
load \lin [V] lin [AJ Pin [W] Vout [V] lout [A] Pout [W] 7) [%]
00 22.7 6 1.1 10.8 - - -

1O~ 22.5 6.1 6.2 10.0 1.0 5.0 81

Calculation of losses

The losses are concentrated in the primary windings, for each winding applies,

Pwinding = l~indingRwinding'

where

(5.1)

lwinding = ~6 ~ = 2.12 A

Rwinding = 0.11 ~ (measured at 50 kHz),
(5.2)

resulting
Pwinding = 0.5 W and Pprim = 2Pwinding = 1.0 W. (5.3)
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Figure 5.3: Measurement of coupler with relocated windings in parallel with lOn
load

5.2 Inductive coupler with resonant windings

Measurements

49

The measurement setup is given in Fig. 5.4. The first graph in Fig. 5.5 shows the measurement of
the input voltage and current at no load, the second graph shows the output voltage at no load.
Fig 5.6 shows the voltage across and current through the capacitors of the resonant windings in
no load.

According to chapter 4 the gain in no load at the first resonance frequency is one and the currents
through the capacitors are the same. In theory, the input current would be zero. However, in the
measurement Iin- p = 0.54 A and in phase with the input voltage. This is due to losses in the
coupler.

In Fig 5.7 and Fig 5.8 the graphs are plotted with a 10 n load connected at the output. The
delivered output power is 5 W.

In table 5.2a the peak values, the delivered output power and the efficiency of this coupler are
given, in table 5.2b the peak values of voltage and currents through the capacitors are given.

Table 5.2a: Measurements at coupler with resonant windings
load Vin [V] lin [Aj Pin [W] Vout [V] lout [A] Pout [W] 1] [%]
00 15.2 0.54 4.0 15.3 - - -

IOn 15.2 1.3 7.3 10.0 1.0 5.0 68

Table 5.2b: Measurements at coupler with resonant windings
load VCaux-prim [V] ICaux-prim [AI VCaux-sec [V] lCaux-sec [A]
00 28.0 4.2 28.0 3.9
IOn 19.0 2.9 23.1 3.2
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v'"
Figure 5.4: Measurement setup of coupler with resonant windings

Calculation of losses

In the calculation two situations are considered, no load and with load.

1) Losses in no load:
The main part of the losses are caused by the large currents through the capacitors. These currents
causes conduction losses in the winding and in the ESR of the capacitor. For the losses at the
primary side holds

Pprim = I~aux-prim(REsR + Rwinding) ,

where

(5.4)

RESR = 0.12 nand,

resulting

RWinding = 0.11 n (Measured at 50 kHz),
(5.5)

Pprim = 2.0 W.

The same applies for the losses at the secondary side, only ICaux-sec is different, resulting

Psec = 1.7W.

The total losses according to above calculations are

Ptot = 3.8 W.

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

2) Under load condition:
With a load the currents through the capacitors are decreased, therefore the losses are decreased.
The total losses with load are,

Ptot = 2.2 W. (5.9)

Due to these losses the efficiency is still lower compared to the coupler with relocated windings
in parallel.
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Figure 5.6: Measurement at the resonant windings, No load situation. The
voltage VCaux-p is the voltage across the capacitor at the primary side etc.
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5.3 Conclusions
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The coupler with relocated windings has a better efficiency than the coupler with resonant windings.
As we can see the losses in the coupler with relocated windings are mainly caused by the large
reactive input current. This current not only causes conduction losses in the primary winding, but
also causes losses in the driver. However in the above comparison these losses are not accounted
for. The input current of the coupler with resonant windings is much smaller, due to this the losses
in the driver are less.

The losses in the coupler with resonant windings are mainly caused by the currents through
the ESR of the capacitors. To compare both the couplers, the number of turns of the resonant
windings is kept the same as in one relocated winding. By increasing the number of turns in the
winding (and decreasing the capacitor value) the behavior of the coupler doesn't change, however
the current through the resonant winding decreases. The amount of magnetizing flux only depends
on the product of the number of turns and the current. By increasing the number of turns the
current through the winding decreases. In this way the losses can be reduced and the efficiency
improved.

Another advantage of the coupler with resonant windings is the decreased input voltage needed
for the same output power.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions

Inductive coupling is becoming an interesting alternative for contact charging. Problems with con
tacts are solved then and the design freedom is increased, an important issue nowadays. However,
if contact charging is applied some problems occur. These are mainly caused by the gap between
primary core half and the secondary core half. Due to this gap the transfer from input to output
is low. In all the models presented the large gap results in a low gap permeance compared to the
stray permeances. Beside a low transfer the magnetizing current is high. This current not only
causes conduction losses in the primary winding but also in the driver.

To improve the transfer of the coupler the gap permeance should be increased or the stray
permeances decreased. To reduce conduction losses in the driver the magnetizing current should be
reduced. In a given magnetic topology the gap permeance can't be changed, the stray permeances
can be decreased by a relocation of the windings. Suppose a coupler with two U-cores and the
windings around the middle of the cores (Basic inductive coupler). The transfer can be increased
by dividing the windings in two parts and placing each part near the gap (Coupler with relocated
windings). In this case the transfer is increased with a factor 2.4. In the models the relocation
results in reduced stray permeances. Beside an improved transfer the magnetizing current is
reduced as well.

The coupler with relocated windings has an improved transfer, but the magnetizing current still
has to be delivered by the driver. This current can be delivered by so called resonant windings.
A resonant winding is a winding with a capacitor connected at the terminals. These windings are
placed near the gap, one at each side. In the impedance plot of the coupler there are four resonance
frequencies. At the first resonance frequency the no load transfer equals one and the magnetizing
current is delivered by the resonant windings.

Measurements at the coupler with relocated windings and with resonant windings show that the
efficiency of the coupler with relocated winding is better than the coupler with resonant windings,
83% against 68%. In this measurement losses in the driver aren't accounted. The measurements
results show that the magnetizing current through the driver in the coupler with resonant wind
ings is no longer present. In no load the input current is caused by losses in the coupler, these are
mainly caused conduction losses in the resonant windings. The current in the resonant windings
can be reduced by increasing the amount of turns of this winding. The losses will be reduced as
well.
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The modeling approach used in this report is based on the capacitance permeance analogy. The
parameters of the models are determined with measurements. However in this way it isn't possible
to do a prediction of a given magnetic topology. It would be better to determine the parameters
with equations. However some parameters in these equations are ill defined. Therefore it becomes
difficult to determine the parameters.

Recommendations

The couplers presented in this report are all based on the U30/25/16 core. This core is far too
large for the power transfer of 5 W as used in the measurements. These measurements show
that the efficiency of the coupler with resonant windings is less than the coupler with reslocated
windings. However for the comparison it would be better to design two couplers, one with relocated
windings and one with resonant windings, both designed for maximal power transfer. With these
two couplers the advantage or disadvantage of resonant windings would become clear.

In the report the driver and the controls for the coupler with resonant winding are left out of
consideration. For the final design these are important issues to consider. Questions like: How can
the driver frequency be set at the first resonance frequency of the coupler? should be answered.



Appendix A

Modeling of transformers

A.I Introduction

For the purpose of circuit simulation, inductive components like transformers can be modeled in
several ways. The models should preferably relate to the magnetic topology.
The most used model is the equivalent T-model. This is discussed in section A.2. In section A.3
the capacitance-permeance analogy is presented. Section A.4 presents conclusions. This appendix
is an abridged version of [2].

A.2 ~quivalent T-model

The terminal behavior of a two winding transformer, like in Fig. A.I, can be described by means
of

(A.I)

where M 1Z and M Z1 are the mutual inductances between L 1 and L z and M 1Z = M Z1 • The coupling
factor between the primary and secondary winding is given by,

(A.2)

A frequently used model to simulate two winding transformers in circuit simulators is the T
model, see Fig. A.2. The parameters L 1 , L z and M 1Z and M Z1 in equation A.I are related to this
T-model as follows:

(A.3)

A drawback of this modeling approach is that there isn't any direct relation with the magnetic
topology. In other words, the parameters of the T-model cannot be pointed out in the transformer.
This is even more true when the transformer has three or more windings. The electrical equivalent
circuit or extensive T-model becomes too complicated to overview in this case.
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Figure A.l: Magnetic topology of a two winding transformer.

+

Figure A.2: T-model of a two winding transformer.

A.3 Permeance model

Physical systems can be described with an effort- and a flow variable. To compare the magnetic
domain with the electrical domain, first the electrical domain is discussed.
In the electrical domain the effort variable is the electrical voltage v(t) and the flow variable is the
electrical current i(t) or their Fourier transforms V(jw) and I(jw). These two variables are linked
together by the electrical impedance Ze(jw) with equation

V(jw) = Ze(jw)I(jw). (A.4)

Power p(t) = v(t) i(t) is expressed in watts. The electrical resistance R e , accounts for power
dissipation. R e is introduced as v(t) = R e i(t), being calculated by means of

l
Re =-,

a-A
(A.5)

(A.6)

where a- is the electrical conductivity in [8m], l is length of the conductor in [m] and A is the
cross-section in [m 2 ].

Besides power dissipation in an electrical resistance, electrical energy can be stored in an elec
trical capacitance Ce in terms of electrical charge q(t) according to Ce = ~~. Further

C _ EOErA

e - l '

where EO is the permittivity of free space in [F1m], Er is the relative permittivity, A is the cross
section in [m 2 ] and l is the length of the electrical field line in [m].
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Although the magnetic domain is often described with the resistance-reluctance analogy, in this
report the magnetic domain is described with the capacitance-permeance analogy. This analogy
was introduced by Buntenbach [3] in the late sixties. In this approach the effort variable is given
by the magnetomotive force 'ljJ(t) in [A turns], in analogy with the electrical domain v(t). The flow
variable, given by the flux-rate ~(t) in lV/turns], with ~(t) = d~~t) in analogy with the electrical

current i(t) = d~~t). The flux, 'P(t) expressed in [Vs/turn]' in analogy with the electrical charge
q(t) in the electrical domain. The Fourier Transforms of 'ljJ(t) and ~(t) are denoted by llJ(w) re
spectively 3(w). These two variables are linked together by the magnetic impedance

llJ(jw) = Ze(jw)3(jw). (A.7)

(A.8)

The product of 'ljJ(t)~(t) describes power dissipation and is expressed in watts. The element R m ,

magnetic loss resistance, for which holds 'ljJ(t) = RmE;(t), accounts for power dissipation. In lit
erature R m usually represents a magnetic resistance or reluctance, R m = ---.!.....-A' which doesn't

jJ.OjJ.r

dissipate and is only a calculation quantity. In this report R m represents a magnetic loss resistance.
In the electrical domain the electrical energy is stored on a capacitance, in the magnetic domain
energy in terms of flux 'P is stored on a permeance Cm with Cm = ~ and

C _ /-"ofLr A
m - l '

where /-"0 is the permeability of free space in [H/m], /-"r is the relative permeability, A is the cross
section in [m2 ] and l is length of the magnetic field line in [m]. In circuit simulation a capacitance
symbol is used to represent a permeance.

In table A.I the analogy between the electrical and magnetic domain is shown.

Table A.I: Analogy between the electrical and magnetic quantities
Electrical domain ~ Magnetic domain

name symbol units name symbol units
permittivity of free space EO [F/m] permeability of free space /-"0 [H/m]
voltage v [V] magnetomotive force 'ljJ [A turns]
charge Q [As] flux 'P [Vs/turns]
current i [A] flux rate ~ lV/turns]
power p [W] power p [W]
energy W [1] energy W [J]
capacitance Ce [F] permeance Cm [H/turns2

]

resistance Re [0] magnetic loss resistance R m [S turns2 ]
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Figure A.3: Tellegen gyrator.
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Figure A.4: Two winding transformer with small airgap, the flux paths are represented with lines.

A link between the electrical domain and the magnetic domain is formed by a winding with
N-turns

(A.9)

This can be rewritten to

'l/J(t) = Ni(t)
(A.lO)

v(t) = -N~(t).

A Tellegen gyrator, see Fig. A.3, couples the electrical domain with the magnetic domain
according to the relation given in equation A.lO.

With the gyrator and the capacitance-permeance analogy we can describe hybrid networks. As
an example the transformer with small airgap shown in Fig. A.4 is transformed to a permeance
model. First the flux paths are to be identified. These paths are shown in the figure as lines. Three
possible flux paths can be identified. A common path which is enclosed by the primary winding
(Np ) as well as the secondary winding (Ns )' A path which is only enclosed by the primary winding
and a path which is only enclosed by the secondary winding, also called stray paths.

After the paths are identified each path should be replaced by a permeance and a winding by
a gyrator. The permeance model is shown in Fig. A.5.

Cm.. Cm••

Ns Is-r+Ls
Gs

Figure A.5: Permeance model of two winding transformer with small airgap.
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The common path through the core and the airgap identified by Cmgap.The permeance Cmsp
represents the stray flux which is only enclosed by the primary winding. The other stray path is
represented by Cmss ' The primary winding is represented by gyrator Gp and Gs represents the
secondary winding. The parameters of the gyrators are Np respectively N s .

The gyrator links the magnetic domain with the electrical domain. Using the properties of the
gyrator the parameters of the magnetic domain can be transformed to the parameters of electrical
and visa versa. These dualization properties are:

• A component in one domain in series with the gyrator becomes a parallel component in the
other domain.

• A component in one domain parallel with the gyrator becomes a series component in the
other domain.

• A magnetic impedance Zm can be converted in its dual electrical component as

(A.ll)

where N is the number of turns of the winding.

Using this equation a permeance is converted into an inductance L e and a magnetic resis
tance can be converted to an electrical resistance, see equation A.12 and A.13. A permeance
with impedance Zm =..,.--l....-c will revert in the electrical domain to Ze = jwN2Cm, which

JW HI.

leads to

(A.12)

The dual electrical component of a magnetic resistance is given by

(A.13)

• Likewise, an electrical component can be converted to a magnetic component,

N2

Zm = - (A.14)
Ze

although this conversion is not frequently used it may be useful in some situations.
A capacitance with impedance Ze = ""--!'-C will become in the magnetic domain Zm

JW •

jwN2Ce, which leads to

The dual electrical component of an electrical resistance is given by

(A.16)

• A short-circuit in one domain becomes an open-circuit in the other domain.

• An open-circuit in one domain becomes a short-circuit in the other domain.

• Two gyrators in cascode can be replaced by an ideal transformer.
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With these dualization properties the permeance model, presented in Fig. A.5, can be trans
formed to the electrical equivalent circuit. This transformation is shown in Fig. A.6 where the
permeances are 'pushed' through the gyrator Gp , finally resulting in the T-model. The parameters
in this T-model are

(A.l7)

The two gyrator in series are converted to an ideal transformer with a winding ratio of Np : N s .

The transformation to an electrical equivalent circuit may be useful, when the electrical properties
of a transformer should be analyzed.

Cm••p

Ip Np N, I,

S:J Cm., Cm.. -c='V,

Gp G,

Ip Cm••p

+ N, I,

Cm.. -c='Vp V,

Gp G,

Ip L,p

+ N, I,

-c='Vp V,

G,

Ip L., L..

+ Np N, I,

-c='Vp V,

Gp G,

Ip L,p L.. Np:N, I,

+

c·Vp

Figure A.6: Permeance model of two winding transformer transformed to the
electrical equivalent circuit.
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A.4 Conclusions

APPENDIX A. MODELING OF TRANSFORMERS

The permeance model, with the capacitance-permeance analogy and the gyrator, has a direct
relation with the flux paths in the magnetic topology. The dualization properties can be used to
transform the permeance model to the electrical equivalent circuit. The electrical equivalent circuit
can be used to understand the electrical properties of a transformer.
In this appendix only first order effects are discussed. Second order effects, like losses, capacitive
coupling, saturation, etc. are left out. The modeling of these second order effects can be read
in [2].



Appendix B

Modeling of inductors

The capacitance-permeance analogy explained in Appendix A is a useful tool to determine trans
former models. The resemblance with the magnetic topology makes it easy to position the perme
ances. In the report the core permeances are neglected, because they are large compared to the
permeances in the air. To keep the derived models simple the modeling of core losses is also left
out.

In this appendix the core permeances and core losses of the U30/25/26 core are calculated as
well as the permeance value of a small airgap. The permeances are calculate using the theory
presented in Appendix A and verified with measurements. The losses are modeled with the use of
the measurements. In section B.2 the difference between the gap permeances of the basic inductive
coupler and of the coupler with relocated windings is explained.

B.l Inductors

B.l.l Inductor without airgap

The inductive coupler described in this report uses a Philips U30/25/16 core. Fig. B.1 gives the
dimensions of a core half, the core material is 3C85.

Suppose an inductor with 10 turns and without an airgap as shown in Fig. B.2, based on the
U30/25/16 core. The lines drawn in the inductor indicate the flux path.

From this topology a permeance model is derived, see Fig. B.3. In this model the flux path is
represented by a permeance Cmcore

(B.1)

where

J.lo = 411" X 10-7H/m

J.lr = 2000
(B.2)

A e = 161mm2

le = l11mm

resulting

Cmcore = 3.65 J.lH.
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31.3

10.5
4--------+

14.9

25.3

Dimension in rom

16.0

Core parameters

V.=17900 mm'

A.=161 mm2

1.=111 mm

Figure B.l: Dimension U30/25/16 core half, the core parameters are given for
a complete core (two core halves).

The core losses are represented by one magnetic loss resistance nmeore , which is calculated us
ing the measured impedance of the inductor. In Fig. B.4 the measurement of the inductor is shown,
these are the solid lines. To determine nmeore , the cross over frequency (Ie) is used. For Ie applies

with Ie = IMHz,

f _ ~ 1
e - 27r nmeoreCmeore '

nmeore = 44 mS.

(B.4)

(B.5)

The simulation of the model is also shown in Fig. B.4, these are the dotted lines.
The fit isn't satisfactory since for I < 400 kHz the core permeance is too large. This is due to

the permeance of the junction between the two core halves which isn't accounted for in the model.
For I > 400 kHz the resonant rise in the measured impedance isn't present in the simulation,
this is probably due the resonance of the core material at this frequency. In the simulation the
permeability is supposed to be constant.
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Figure B.2: Inductor with flux path.
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Figure B.3: Permeance model of inductor.
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Figure B.4: Measured and calculated magnitudes and phase of the impedance
of the inductor without airgap. The solid lines are the measurements and the
dotted lines the simulations.
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B.1.2 Inductor with small airgap

Although the fit isn't perfect, as soon as an airgap is introduced in the magnetic topology the fit
becomes more accurate. In Fig. B.5 an inductor with 10 turns and an airgap of 100 11m is shown.
The lines in the inductor indicate the flux path.

The permeance model derived from the topology is shown in Fig. B.6. The magnetic path
length is split up in 2 equal parts, each part representing a core halve. For the penneances and
the magnetic loss resistance holds:

Cmep = Cmes = 7.311H and
(B.6)

'Rmep = 'Rmes = 22 mS

For the gap permeances CmgaPl and Cmgap2 a minimum can be calculated:

l10 Ae
CmgaP l,2 > -Z- = 2.0211H.

gap
(B.7)

Due to fringing Cmgapl,2 will be several tens of percents greater. A simulation and a measurement
are shown in Fig. B.7. The solid lines are the measurements, the dotted lines are the simulations.
Measurements and simulations agree well. With a large airgap, see definition 1 on page 12, the
gap permeance should be determined in an other way.

Until now the permeances are calculated using core geometries and flux path lengths. Although
this works very well with well defined cross-sections and flux path lengths in core materials and
small airgaps, it becomes difficult when these parameters are ill defined. For example in flux paths
through air. The parameters should be determined in another way, for instance by measurements
or finite element calculations.
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Figure B.5: Inductor with airgap of 100 fLm.
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Figure B.6: Permeance model of inductor with airgap.
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Figure B.7: Measured and calculated magnitudes and phase of the impedance
of inductor with 100fLm airgap. The solid lines are the measurements and the
dotted lines the simulations.
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B.2 Fringing

APPENDIX B. MODELING OF INDUCTORS

Figure B.8: Fringing near the airgap.

(B.8)

A property of the couplers described in this report is the large airgap in comparison with the core
geometries.

A small airgap can be calculated with equation

C _ J1.oA gap
m - [gap ,

Where A gap is equal to the cross-section of the core, A e . As soon as the airgap increases this
equation is no longer valid, because of the effect of fringing flux, see Fig. B.8. Beside the length of
the airgap the amount of fringing also depends on several other factors like:

• Shape of the poles.

• Position of the winding.

• Size of the winding.

The difference between gap permeance of the basic inductive coupler and the gap permeance of the
coupler with relocated windings is due the position of the windings. In Fig. B.9 the finite element
calculation of the basic inductive coupler is shown. It can be seen that the fringing is large, the
surface A gap in equation B.8 is not only formed by the cross-section of the core, it also formed by
the side faces of the core legs. This results in a larger A gap and thus a larger Cmgap- According to
the calculations in Chapter 2, Cmgap = 35 nH.

With relocated windings the fringing is present as well but much less than with the basic
inductive coupler, see Fig. B.9. According to the calculations in Chapter 3, Cmgap = 27 nH. This
is still larger than calculated with equation B.8.

In [9] an equation is given to determine a correction factor. With this correction factor the
value of equation B.8 should be multiplied to get the more accurate value. However the presented
correction factor is only valid under conditions concerning dimension of the gap and the position
of the winding(s). These conditions don't agree with the winding topologies of the presented
inductive couplers. This equation of the correction factot supposes only one winding placed around
the airgap. Therefore this correction factor can't be used.
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Figure B.9: Fringing of basic inductive coupler.
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Figure B.lO: Fringing of inductive coupler with relocated windings.



Appendix C

Parameters of inductive coupler
with resonant windings

In this appendix the parameters L s2 , L s34 and Lgap of the electrical equivalent circuit of the induc
tive coupler with resonant windings are determined. The circuit is shown in Fig. C.l. To determine
these parameters a measurement of the no load impedance is used (Caux1 = Caux2 = 460 nF), see
Fig. C.2. The no load impedance can be described, after calculations, with

in which,

La = L s34 + L sp2 + Lgap ,

Wz 2 = f=======::=======::~======;===~=====::;'
C{J,.Il~: 4L s 34 L ga.p+L s 2 2+2£$2 L gap +2L$34 2+4£834£2 - (2L.'I34L9o.P )2+( £82 (2L gnp +L s 2) )2

. . 2(L.'l34+ L .sp2+ L 9tJ,P

Figure C.l: Electrical equivalent circuit of coupler with resonant windings.
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(C.l)

(C.2)
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Measured IZinl Versus Frequency
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Figure C.2: Magnitude and phase of the measured no load impedance of the
inductive coupler with resonant windings.

From the measurement three points are taken out to determine the parameters

1. Frequency of the first resonance; fp1'

2. Frequency of the third resonance; f p 2.

3. Inductance1 of the coupler at f = lMHz; L1MHz = 2;UA~'6'

The values for these measurements are

1. fp1 = 50.7 kHz.

2. fp1 = 61.0 kHz.

3. L 1 MHz = l3.6{lH.

According to equations C.l and C.2 the following equations apply for these points,

1.

2.

3.

(C.3)

1 In the measurement it can be seen that the impedance at f = 1 MHz is inductive, phase is 90 degrees, therefore
it is justified to speak of the inductance at f = 1 MHz.
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Figure C.3: Measurement and simulation of the no load impedance of inductive
coupler with resonant windings.

The inductances L gap , L s2 and L s34 can be found from equation C.3

L gap = 1

(1 +2L y"pC"u, (2". f p2)2) (2L y"pC"-,,, (2". fp2)2_L IM H% Cu .... , (2". fp2)2 -LIM H.Ly"pC" ... , 2 (2". f p2)4+ 1) (C.4)
C n... , (2". fp2)2 (LyupC,.,.", (2". fp2)2+l)

resulting,

Lgap = 3.3 p,H,

L B2 = 5.6p,H

L B34 = 9.2 p,H.

and (C.5)

In Fig. C.3 a simulation and a measurement of the impedance is shown, in the simulation the core
permeance and core resistances are included. These parameters are calculated in Appendix B.
In this figure it can be seen the position of the resonances agree with the simulated, although
the amplitudes of the simulated resonances are much larger. This is due to losses which are not
accounted for.
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